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From drawing up a list of possibilities and setting up a school visit, to asking the right
questions and recording your opinions in order to make an informed decision, Choosing
a School for a Child with Special Needs will guide you through this complex and
stressful process with confidence and ease.
Copy sheets to accompany the book can be downloaded and printed from the SAGE
website: www.uk.sagepub.com/WriteDance2 --Book Jacket.
Everyone wants their research to be read and to be relevant. This exciting new guide
presents a broad range of ideas for enhancing research impact and relevance. Bringing
together researchers from all stages of academic life, it offers a far-reaching discussion
of strategies to optimise relevancy in the modern research environment.
Selected papers from the Fourth Conference of the International Graphonomic Society.
This work aims to help develop important scissor skills. It focuses on the normal
acquisition of skills, including NDT principles of development. It also examines how
improved stability helps children achieve controlled functioning.
Using a tried and tested programme designed specifically for children aged eight to 13
years who have problems with their handwriting, this guide provides an effective source
of help and guidance for teachers, teaching assistants and therapists.
This second edition of Madeleine Portwood's successful manual aims to give parents, teachers
and health professionals the confidence to diagnose and assess dyspraxia. Most importantly, it
offers them an intervention program that will significantly improve the cognitive functioning of
the dyspraxic child or teenager. Updated in light of the author's new and extensive research,
the book provides the reader with background information on the neurological basis of the
condition; strategies for identification, diagnosis and assessment; proven programs of
intervention that can be monitored by anyone closely involved with the child; strategies to
improve curricular attainments; remediation activities to develop perceptual and motor skills;
programs to develop self-esteem; and information about where to find help.
This work contains over 40 photocopiable activities designed to improve children's fine motor
control, pencil grip and hand-eye coordination. Carefully differentiated tasks enable children to
progress effectively through varied and challenging activities, including finger-painting,
colouring-in and dot-to-dots.
Revised ed. of the author's: Helping children with dyspraxia, 2000.
Contains 48 pages of imaginative and challenging activities to help children to develop hand to
eye co-ordination, motor skills and scissor control.
Drawing on their considerable experiences of the syndrome, as well as current research
findings, the authors help teachers and other education professionals to better understand the
needs of a dyspraxic child. Through practical strategies, they show how teachers can make all
the difference to a child's ability to succeed in the classroom, and case studies show how
parents, teachers and therapists can work together to facilitate learning. Whilst providing a
unique insight and approach to the complex condition of dyspraxia, this lively, informative text
also examines specific cases and scenarios, considering the perspectives of teachers and
parents. It handles a range of crucial topics such as: * issues surrounding diagnosis * the
developmental differences and characteristics of dyspraxia * conventional and alternative
intervention strategies * an exploration of the pressure of families * ways of improving
home/school liaison. Teachers, SENCOs and other educational professionals will find this book
provides a wealth of essential information and guidance, whilst parents will also find much to
support them in the daily care and welfare of their child.
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This radically different and effective approach to handwriting gently guides both regular and
special education students through the necessary stages of perceptual and fine-motor
development towards legibility. Book 1 is based onholistic Gestalt principles of learning, the
tasks include connecting dots, circling a shape inside and outside, word searches, figureground discrimination, and tracing routes (mazes). The introduction includes thorough
background pedagogy, a glossary, bibliography, and suggestions for further reading. Write
from the Start lays a firm foundation for accurate handwriting

'The WriteDance materials are wonderfully done. After meeting with Ragnhild a
few years ago, I have been using many of these principles in my work with
children. The methods definitely work and are definitely needed by today's kids' Delina Robair, Developmental Child Specialist, USA `The author of this book is a
very experienced graphologist who has worked on the subject with children for
many years. What she has produced is a highly practical resource for early years
teachers' - Special `The whole scheme is wonderfully inventive and gives a
wealth of ideas to be developed and adapted to suit a particular group of
children. It uses a wide range of movements with a greater variety of direction
than many pre-writing schemes and encourages the children in their movements
quickly as well as rhythmically, with confidence and enjoyment' - Handwriting
Today
With more than 20 years experience, Lois Addy emphasises the importance of
understanding dyspraxia so that effective support can be given to children with
coordination and perception difficulties. The author presents a series of ideas and
strategies to support this special group of children.
This is a book that can change your life for the better as you’re reading it! Inside,
you’ll find all the tools you need to get anything you want out of life. For the past
15 years, Michael Neill has been a coach, friend, mentor, and creative sparkplug
to celebrities, CEOs, royalty, and people who just want more out of their lives. In
this friendly and practical guide, Michael uses the techniques that have already
helped thousands of people to create seemingly effortless success, transform
your relationships, finances, and health, experience happiness every day,
regardless of your circumstances, and live an inspired (and inspiring) life. So start
reading . . . and get everything you want out of life!
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
By the end of primary school, pupils are expected to write using varied sentence
structures. This practical guide provides a straightforward way of teaching pupils
to use a range of sentence structures when writing, whatever their ability.
Project-based homeschooling combines children's interests with long-term, deep,
complex learning. This is an essential experience for children: to spend time
working on something that matters to them, with the support of a dedicated
mentor. This book is an introduction and guide to creating the circumstances
under which children can teach themselves. The author gives parents concrete
tips for helping children do challenging, meaningful, self-chosen work. From
setting up a workspace that encourages independence to building a family
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culture that supports self-directed learning to concrete suggestions for a step-bystep approach to inquiry-based investigation, Project-Based Homeschooling
shares techniques for mentoring independent, confident thinkers and learners.
Divided into three major sections, this title draws together contributions of scholars and
practitioners on the theory, assessment and intervention, and research relating to
sensory integrative dysfunction.
The groundbreaking book that explains Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD)--and
presents a drug-free approach that offers hope for parents--now revised and updated.
Does your child exhibit... Over-responsivity--or under-responsivity--to touch or
movement? A child with SPD may be a "sensory avoider," withdrawing from touch,
refusing to wear certain clothing, avoiding active games--or he may be a "sensory
disregarder," needing a jump start to get moving. Over-responsivity--or underresponsivity--to sounds, sights taste, or smell? She may cover her ears or eyes, be a
picky eater, or seem oblivious to sensory cues. Cravings for sensation? The "sensory
craver" never gets enough of certain sensations, e.g., messy play, spicy food, noisy
action, and perpetual movement. Poor sensory discrimination? She may not sense the
difference between objects or experiences--unaware of what she's holding unless she
looks, and unable to sense when she's falling or how to catch herself. Unusually high or
low activity level? The child may be constantly on the go--wearing out everyone around
him--or move slowly and tire easily, showing little interest in the world. Problems with
posture or motor coordination? He may slouch, move awkwardly, seem careless or
accident-prone. These are often the first clues to Sensory Processing Disorder--a
common but frequently misdiagnosed problem in which the central nervous system
misinterprets messages from the senses. The Out-of-Sync Child offers comprehensive,
clear information for parents and professionals--and a drug-free treatment approach for
children. This revised edition includes new sections on vision and hearing, picky eaters,
and coexisting disorders such as autism and Asperger's syndrome, among other topics.
How can I help my child that has got dyslexia or dyspraxia? Perhaps you've just found
out your child has dyslexia, or suspect your child may have dyspraxia. This can be a
confusing time for any parent, full of worry and uncertainty. Author Sally McKeown gets
right to the heart of the matter in How to Help your Child with Dyslexia and Dyspraxia.
She brings you expert knowledge of exactly what dyslexia and dyspraxia are and how
they can affect your child’s life. Through the experiences of other parents, Sally dispels
common myths and helps you to better understand and support your child. From getting
a diagnosis to making sure you get enough support from your school this guide is
packed with advice to make your life easier. It’s packed with practical ways to help your
child, including: • how to build your child's confidence if it has been knocked • how you
can help with homework, without doing it • games, activities and hobbies to improve coordination and motor skills • different ways of learning that your child will respond to
Written in a friendly style with other parents’ experiences littered throughout, you will
find it easy to put this advice into action and help your child.
This 4-hour free course explored the idea that listening to children?s perspectives is
important in developing good practice in inclusive education.
This radically different and effective approach to handwriting gently guides both regular
and special education students through the necessary stages of perceptual and finemotor development towards legibility. Book 2 begins by expandingon the activities
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offered in Book 1 including connecting dots, circling a shape inside and out, words
searches, figure-ground discrimination, and tracing routes (mazes). Then Book 2
moves on to coloring, copying patterns and diagrams, letter searches, and connecting
reference points in a grid to make capital letters. Write from the Start lays a firm
foundation for accurate handwriting
Explore 13 billion years of history in the comfort of your own home! Journey through
time and discover how some of the world's greatest events unfolded. From the Big
Bang all the way through to the digital age, this incredible visual encyclopedia for
children shows you just about everything that has ever happened in history. Witness
history come alive as you travel through more than 130 stunning timelines. Packed with
fantastic photographs and illustrations, along with informative text and fun facts. The
history book covers the rise and fall of empires to ground-breaking scientific
breakthroughs and inventions that changed our lives. This educational book is an
imaginative way of illustrating world history for children age 8 and over. Throughout the
pages, your child will get to meet the most bloodthirsty pirates of all time and discover
what happened during the storming of the Bastille. It's a fantastic book for young
readers with a natural curiosity about history around the world. Find your place in the
world and understand where you fit in. Whether you want to discover the history of
cinema, fashion, aviation, or espionage. There is something for everyone in this
glorious guide through global history! The History of Everything... Ever! This fascinating
reference book tells the story of a diverse range of subjects throughout history in an
easily digested graphic format! After your kids dive into this book, you'll never hear
them use the words "history" and "boring" in the same sentence again. Take a trip back
in time! This history book covers the following eras: - Prehistory: Before 3000 BCE The Ancient World: 3000 BCE - 500 CE - The Medieval World: 500 - 1450 - The Age of
Exploration: 1450 - 1750 - The Age of Revolution: 1750 - 1914 - The Modern World:
After 1914
This programme offers an approach to handwriting which develops the muscles of the
hand. It includes over 400 graded exercises and activities to develop hand-eye coordination, form constancy, spatial organization, figure-ground discrimination and
orientation and laterality.
This leader's guide introduces the Alert Program (AP) to occupational therapists,
parents, teachers, and other professionals. AP promotes awareness of how we regulate
our arousal states and encourages the use of sensorimotor strategies to manage our
levels of alertness. Knowledge of self-regulation and a repertoire of strategies enhance
our abilities to learn, interact with others, and work or play within our environment in
addition to building self-esteem, self-confidence, and self-monitoring skills. It presents a
strong awareness of sensory integration.
Nichola Jones shows how to plan a whole school approach to including children with
dyspraxia and developmental co-ordination disorder in this short and accessible guide.
It offers those in managerial and supervisory roles within schools and special education
support services clear guidance on successful models of provision that have worked
successfully in schools and LEAs. The book includes sections on: -assessment
-handwriting -gross motor programmes -adapting the PE curriculum -supporting parents
-working with other agencies -listening to the children involved.
Provides checklists for teachers to assess children with sensory processing problems,
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along with actions and activities to integrate them into the classroom and stimulate
learning.
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